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SGMMARY
.
The resistance. Coefficients of CornmerCial tYpf3S of.,
round wire grids” were examined for the purpose of obtain–
ing the necessary data on supercharger test stands for
throttling the inducted a“ir to a pressure corresponding
to a &esired air density. The measurements of the coef-
ficients ranged up to Reynolds numbers of 1000. In the
arrangement of two grids in taride.m,which was necessary
in orc!er to obtain high resistance coefficients, the re–
lationship ,of the coefficients with the solidity, that is,
mesh density of grid, was found te be accompanied ‘by a
further relationship with the mutual spacing of the indi-
vidual grids.
Notation
N performance (mkg/s )
G weight of air consumed per second (kg/s)
v ‘volume of air consumed per second (m3/s) .
VH displacement of engine (m3)
..
H delivery head (m)
~~
~
i’ n revolutions per minutei.
a operating cycles per revolution
.. . .. .
.,,” ...
A excess ai~facto,r ““.. . “. ..
‘m .,
... .... .. .’, , .
... .,.
Y syecific weight of. air,’(kg/m.3) ~~ ,.-”
,,. ... ,.
p air density (kgZ/m*) ..’
.-———-.——— ———-4.—--- .,,
-.-—— .-—.,. .. .-—.————.——
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f rate. of flow
,
v rate of flow of air through section (m/s)
%tl static pressure at entry (mm WS)
%tz static pressure upstream from grid (mm WS)
%t= static pressure downstream from grid (mm WS)
Ap = Av p pressure drop across the grid (mm WS)
‘p,id pressure drop %y potential flow (mm WS)
w air resistance (kg)
Cw . resistance coefficient
l? = F2 test section and area of grid boundary (m2)
l?~ projected area of grid (m2)
F 1 .= F - FR free section of grid (m2)
FR
T=~– solidity
~ ~ wire gage
E ~ mesh per centimeter
Re Reynolds number
v kinematic viseesity (m2/s)
INTRODUCTION
The power e f an airplane supercharger decreases with
increasing operating height %y equal air vOIUmf? (m3/s) -
referred to intluction state — as a result of the decreas-
ing air density. So, unlesq special previsions are made
for the study of such superchargers on test stands not
operating under altitude conditions much greater power
is required.’than for ,the same supercharger at the proposed
operating level, because the density of the inducted air
at sea level is greater.
,-$
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‘The ,s-upercha.rger pow”e”r “requir-ed”’of’difi~rf~y””a’rn-oufits
to”=:.”: ,’” .... ..,,.
...””.GH V*WH ,..~ rnkg ,.
Nsupercharger= ‘~- = .—
11
.—-
~ s
““(1)
the air yolume V .,being..given by
,., ,’
..
. . r m3 ~ ‘:’” .
v= :vH~~v.
‘1i -i-
,. ,.
where
.,11~ 5s volumetric efficiency; V i.s therefore in—
dependent of the operating height.
To illustrate: If a supercharger designed for 8
kilometers critical altitude is tested under sea–level
conditions (1.033 k.g/cma and t = 15° C, point A in
fig. 1), the supercharger power required amounts to
.,.
.
~–~ 1.226 mkg ~‘o km = I ———
n L s ,1
as compared to
. .
..
N
~–~ 0.525
p mkg ~
Bkm= ! -;- I
n L
. . .
.~
,& required at 8 kilometers altitude (peint B, fig. 1).
By equal delivery’ head, therefore,. the increase in power
r:equire~ at sea level is:
.:,
‘“N – 1T8 km0 km 1.226 ~
—-.— _____ __ =
.,
-—--- _
N
= 2,34 - 1 = 1.34
.. B km 0.525
!1. These increases in supercharger power can be ‘avoided in‘j
sea—level operating tests by throttling, that is, by :
lowering the pressure of the induction air. Since ~~
throttling processes are practically isothermic, ”a grid;”
for instance, before the supercharger entrance opening
t produces an air density corresponding to the critical
altitude. Applied to the foregoing example, the power
(point C, fig. 1) then amounts to
.,. ,. .-,
..
.,.
u~.O.525 ~~~‘o,t.hrott~ed = ,n,, ~ s.,,.,.. . . .:.
.,, ... .
:.?!). ,---.,. ,. ,,.-,-.,
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A .pr.e,ssure‘drop across the grid from D to C (fig. .1) is
:-thereby achieved. With Cw as the resistance coefficient
of the throttle, the pressure drop is
Ap = Q V2 Cw
2
(2)
Superficial investigations indicated that the air density
P prevailing behind the throttling point would be prac-
tible in equation (2). Applied to the example shown in
figure 1, the air density ~iven for point C should then be
used as a basis for the solution,
The simplest throttling ineans are wire grids.
EXP13R.IMENTAL PROCEDURE
The resistance coefficients of the different round
wire grids were determined in a supercharger test stand
of the Stuttgart Research Institute, admittedly at such
low air speed,that the ‘density vari.at..ionsrelative to
the experimefit’s,levaluation could be disregarded. The
experimental set–up along with the test stations is shown
...in figure 2. .. .
An axial blower sucks the air through the entrance
cone ; the grids of varying solidifies mounted between twb
flanges were tested between “entrance cone and blower. The
air leaves the test section by way”of a fine throttling .’
device (Prasil type) which was kept wide open during the
resistance measurements. By varying the engine speed the
air speed could be increased to 30 meters per second.
To determine the air speed the static pressure was
recorded at the entry (test station 1, fig. 2); while the
recording of the pressure upstream (test station 2) and
downstream (statien 3) from the grid afforded the pres–
sure drop across the grid. Betz micromanometers were
used.
TEST GRIDS
The experiments extended to commercial round wire
grids with square mesh; The wire gage of all grids was
the same, except one, grid no, XVI, which disclosed two
different gages in its texture.
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Wire gage”-and mesh were measured very carefully and
the solidity of the separate grids defined accordingly.
In some tests the number of grids was doubled; in others
different grids were arranged in tandem and their resist-
ance coefficients defined. Table 1 contains a list of
the explored grids and grid combinations with their .char-
acteriitie data.
On two “grids a and b arranged in tandem the mean
wire gage 8m was determined at
..’
‘a rsa + zb bb6m = —.----------’
z +Z
a b
INTERPRETATION
a) Determination of Undi&tu”rbed Inflow Velocity
The low-pr”essure recorded at station 1 (fig.
a measure for the speed in the section. With’ f
cone correction factor
., 2
—v2 = f:ApSt
.. 1
or
.:pr
v=
–~– ApStl.p/2
..
b) Determination of Resistance Coefficient”
.,,
,,
.s.
Defining, : .
,. ‘.,~
Cw = ‘—-—”
,. P
—vzF’
2
as resistance coefficient. of a grid.and posting
. .
w=’ (,Pz-,.P3) 1? = Ap F. . . [kg]
we’ get
,,
(3)
2) is
as a
(4)
(5)
(6)
..
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A .p
Cw = ---–
gv.~”
.
(7) ‘ ‘
Ap is the pressure difference between station 2 and sta- ,
tion 3 (fig. 2); hence the pressure loss across the grid.
--———----
Numb er
--————— -.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
.15
16
1’?
18
19
20
21
22
23
———+_____
Table l.- Grids and Combinations
Grid number
--———.——————.
J
II
III
IV
L“v
VI
VII “
VIII
IX
x
.X1
XII
XIII
XIV
xv
XVI
XIII + V
XII + VI
XII + VII
XII + VIII
XII + IX
XII + XV
2 x XIII
.———-—_____ __
,-----------
!,!esh
per
centimeter
,---—--——---
1.5
2,2
3.0
4.6
‘?;?
9.5
14.5
18.5
22.5
25.5
‘28.0
29.0
31.5
34.0
37.0
42.0
38.’7
38.5
43.5
47’.5
5’7.0
66%
63.0
.--—- ———-_—
----— -----
Wire gage
(mm)
.—-—_-—-——_
0,?
.6
.45
l3
.25
,25
.2
::;
.14
,12
lv
:Y5
%
:~.
.26
.~p
.19
18
:166
.1455
.131
.15
——______ -_
-----————- -
.
Solidity
)?~
v=~-
--—-—-— ----
0.212
.265
.252
.25?
.328
.419
—.
--.496
‘.505
.53
.
.58?
.559
.7’43
723
:564
603
:957
.882
.92
,951
.955
.962
982
:997
-———--- --—-
C) Definition of Projected Area of Grid and Solidity
With
‘R as projected area of wire exposed to air
stream and F as area of grid boundary, the solidity
(reference 1) is:
FR
cp=%- (8)
. .
.-. . ..——..- ..- . I
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*. hence. .c#.:is a. m.eas-.ur.e,.f o r..-th.e..g~id...d.en.s.i.t.y. ~.The .t.ota’l.
> projected area of the grid follows as.the sum of ‘the pro- ‘“ject ions of all wires. Referred to unit’ area Al? (10 mmx
10 mm = 100 rnm2) the projected area for z wires of 10 mm
each and ,a wire gage’ 6 ‘is:
A @R’= 10 Z6 + 10 2:6 - (28)2’
.,
. .
A “~R “= 20 26 ~“’(z’8)2 = 26.(20 - 28) [’mm~] (9)
,,
.-.
““hen~e the solfd~i’t,y: ‘.:
. ,,. .,
. . . ,,..:,,.
. .
,’
‘..””’. !’
‘A’F~!’ Z6 (~~ –2.6)
.. . . . . . . . ,.4
,v,\=’% ; = ., ,L..-——--—.— .(8,)”
Al? 100 ,,
The minor di”scre”pancies at the pipe circumference
can’ be disregarded;. . .
,., ,.,’
RESULTS OF. TESTS;.
.,,
... , .. .
. .. ...~...,.. .,: ,,, ,
Figure .3.!shows the .r:~sistance .~qef.fici.ent .Of
.~w.’
the .round,.wire grids listed in table 1 plotted against the
undisturbed flow velocity. “’ “ ‘“: “:” ,,..:,
...,, ,. . . . .
..... ,.,
The res~stanhe Coefficients” of several grfds with,
!. small solidity as obtained by measurement are presented in
,,-.
,,; figure 4; whereas in figure 5 the resistance coefficients
are plotted against the Reynolds number. Re, where
tie’= 5;:”’” “;””,,
!“:. ,::.,
(M)
Corresponding to the mean test condition,’ the kine-
I,, matic viscosity was based on 750 millimeters mercury and -
200 c, that is ........ . ... .:..
. ,.*..:&.“..,.,.::..,.’’,”:,‘,’... ,.,:
v = 14 x 10-G m2/s
.
,.
. .. . . . . . . ..A’”n’increase &a~r spee~”, ““””that’ “is;’”i.nc,~”e”asein.
Reynolds number ,is accompanied by a drop In resistance
coefficient. ~he .thi,ncylindrical,, wiyes,,.of which the”
grids are manufact,ured~ disclose a relationship with the
Reynolds number similar to the cylinder tests in wind
tunnels. Because of the well–rounded, be~l mouth and the
short distance of the grid away from it the inflow is ‘
largely laminar. An increase; in air speed, that is, a
8 NACA Techtii”cal‘?le’morandurn.No; .20.03
resistance measurement” at. Reynolds num,b.er’sof Re ~ 1.000.
was experimentally impossible. ,,, .
,.,
The experiments’ with double grids showed that, when
arranged close together without intermediate space, the
total resistance coefficient is lower than the 6um of the
two separate resistance coefficients. This.phenomenon is
attributable to the fact that the solidity of the two
grids is unable to become fully effective, that is, some
wire overlap exists - even if only partial+ On very
narrow-mesh grids the mutual spacing is of less Lmportan.ce
for the total resistance coefficient. The total resist-
ance coefficients of two grids spaced 10 millimeters apart
approximately equals the sum of the separate resistance
coefficients.
Figure 6 shows the resistance coefficients Cw Of ~
the explored grids plotted against the solidity p at
Re = 200. From the data provided, it is easy to compute
the necess~ry solidity q for a desired Cw or the num-
ber of meshes z for a given wire gage 8.
Example: Suppose the necessary resistance coeffi-
cient cw for the required throttling is 13.
Figure .6 gives for Re + 200 and Cw = 13 a solid-
ity tf of 0.78. ~~ith a reference area AF = 100 square
millimeters , the necessary projected area AFR of the
wires is
AFR=cpAF=78mm2
The mesh requir~dof;~2a wire gage ~ z 0.1 can be compute-
d from 0.?8 = . - z 0.1), that is: Z = 53 mesh per
centimeter.
THEORETICAL RiZSISTANC31 COEFFICIENT OF A GRID
With the identification of figure 7 the continuity
equation reads :
.,.. .. ,.,
Suppose that
Fb =12’;, po=,pl=, pa=p
(11)
(12)
Then , for potential flow, the pres~sure equation would give
t.
. . . .. --.....’.
————.
,,
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l
(13)
Upstream from the grid the flow can b’e summarily dealt
with as free from loss; thus the actualpressure be,comes
,.
“PO,
= ‘o id” andpl=,pl id. ,.
,,,
Downstream from the grid” the flow ,i,enet fr,ee from losses,
since it separates in vicinity’ of the narrowest cross
. ‘section. Behind the wires’ of the grid a dead air region
‘, develop’s , which in the further course of the flow is,
however , equalized again by mixing, so ,that the speed in
( flow section 1’2 may be treated ‘a’gain as uniformly dis-
tribute&. But the pressure in section 12
~~~$essure 10ss
is smaller By
Avp than pressure PZ id in loss-free
, that is,
P2 =p2 id-AvP
In order that this pres~ure 10SS may be computed, it is
assumed that the sum of the narrowest sections of the
jets bounding the dead–air region is equal to the sum of
the narrowest cross sections FI of the grid and that
the speed along this section is uniformly distributed.
The pressure on the lee side of the wires, that is, at the
wire—side boundary of the dead-air region, is nearly con-
stant and is therefore hereinafter assumed to be equal to
the pressure pl in section F1.
Since Fli- F~ =Fo, the total stream force
‘II
acting on the boundary of zone 11 (fig. i’) is:
‘II = ‘(VI’– ‘z) + (pl - pz) ‘O = 0 (14)
where , with” ‘
.
m= p To I?. and V2 = V.
there follows
P2
- P1 = Pa id - PI – Av P ~ p vo(vl – To) (15)
or with $
~ (Vla – V02)pz id - PI = ~
,,
Av p.= ~(vla -Vo=) - p Vo(v; - Vo) (16)
,’
I_’./’+1
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.
Avp=
~vo’(::-’)’ ‘
(17)
The total stream force
‘I acting along the l)oundary
of zone I is also equal to zero. Hence the resistance W
acting on the grid is e“qua’1to the product of the pressure
difference Av p between sections O and 2 and the cross-
sectional areas .Fo and F2.
w= AVPFO (38)
For a resistance ,coefficient of
w
Cw = —--——.--
~v2Fn
20
it then affords
or
F2
-- =
I?l f Cw
-1-1
(19)
(20)
(21)
With the notation
F2=F = area of grid boundary
FI =F-FR = free section of grid
(
F >, 2 ( FR ““~~’
Cw
(
-–Y–- ) 2--——— —
theor = F _ ~R )
‘(Y-:-F;) = 1- q)
(22 )
These theoretical values of Cw are shown as dashed
curve in figure 6. The agreement between theory and ex-
periment is satisfactory, considering that the tests
were made at comparatively low Reynolds numbers and that
the basic assumptions are, after all, somewhat crude.
For double grids (a and b) the theoretical
Cwtheor was determined in correspondence with the mean
solidity ~tot from
NACA Technical Memorandum No, 1003
~“’’’”””
... .Cwtot.t’heor -..= -m,~ .“
‘a
-...--+ .Cwb -
theor the”or\
and
11
(23 )
at
‘tot
/
( q?a ‘\z +{ wl “-’)2
‘(”;-z-;-) L-:-;; )
a= -—-—--- -- —------——.. --— —--
/-—-——- ——.——---—- —---- —--
Here also agreement with experimental values is obtained,
provided the solidity for grids mounted ene behind the
other is computed according to equat ien (25)
Translation by J. Vanier,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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Figure 2.- Test lay-out for measuring the resistance coefficients of
,’. round-wire grids.
(a) Bell mouth. (b) Test station 1.
)
(c Test station 2.
(d) Grid. (e) Test station 3. (f Axial fan.
(g) Throttling device. (h) Driving motor.
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Figure 3.- Resistance coefficient of grids listed $n table I plotted
h
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against undisturbed axial velocity.
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Figure 4.-
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Undisturbed flow , 7Y
Resistance coefficient of various grids with small
solidity plotted against undisturbed axial velocity.
Reynolds number ,Pe
Figure 5.- Resistance coefficient of grids @otted against
Reynolds number.
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Figure 6.- Resistance coefficient of grids plotted against solidity
(Re = 2~0). -
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